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Body Not Hers
a poem by

ROMANA IORGA | Mother + Poet 

Body Not Hers is a free-verse poem, written during my �rst pregnancy, while intensely
aware of a miracle in progress.

Photo by Janko Ferlic

For my children, when they grow up
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1.
 
THE darkness within me, it’s all-
engul�ng, viscous, and real,
the mystery of its black rose
 
still blooming.
Dark objects fall in and out
like planets.
 
Mars glides by glowing red,
a fascinating eye into hell.
Saturn, redeeming, throws its icy
 
discus to capture my heart.
Venus holds out her breasts, full wineskins,
suckling her son on her lover’s bed.
 
Caught in the snare, the snare.
The small solar system with one
black sun.
 
2.
 
This darkness has wings. Not
widespread feathery sails reaching
for the sky, sweeping the earth
 
with the arrogance of one airborne,
but small, translucent wings
�apping quickly, one hundred
 
and seventy beats per minute.
There, in the darkness within me.
The rose that shelters a bee
 
has sealed its petals. Dark fragrance
wraps a body that is not hers and is
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hers only.

ROMANA IORGA

Mother + Poet
Originally from Chisinau, Moldova, I’m a Romanian-American poet living in
Switzerland. I have an MFA in creative writing from the University of Minnesota
and published two poetry collections in Romania. My work has appeared or is
forthcoming in saltfront, Borderlands, Chicago Quarterly Review, and others.

I’m an observer. A people watcher, a nature watcher, a watcher of my own ever-
changing inner landscapes. Everything that moves me also inspires me: my children’s
milestones, my dog’s world-weary expression, old trees that are as close to me as
friends. I like to read and I like to walk in the woods. As impractical as these
occupations may seem, they are the ones that in�uence me the most. How do they
do that? I suppose it’s like watching the light hit the ground, the rain seep into the
soil. Something is germinating in the dark, but I can’t know what it is–not yet–and I
can’t know where and when it will take root. But I’m always grateful.

Enjoy more of Romana’s work at clayandbranches.com
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4 Comments
EH Boquet on September 3, 2018 at 1:49 am

Simply stunning !

Romana Iorga on September 20, 2018 at 2:24 am

Thank you, Liz! Just discovered your comment. 

Nancy Freund on September 3, 2018 at 1:58 am

Lovely lines tracing the mystery of new life in progress, light and
dark. I love the poem and the biography both. I understand this idea
of trees as dear friends. Thank you for sharing your self in this way,
Romana.

Romana Iorga on September 20, 2018 at 2:29 am

Thank you for the support, Nancy! Glad this strikes a chord. 
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